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HOW MEDICAL COST SHARING WORKS

Together, these create an unparalleled experience, with access to high quality care from start to finish.

Initial Unshareable Amount (IUA):  
The amount a Member pays before a  
Need is eligible for sharing.

Key Terms
Need: One or more medical expenses caused by a SINGLE accident or illness 
that exceed the members IUA. Members and Households that experience 
multiple needs within their 12-month Membership Year are required to pay the 
first (3) IUA’s at the selected amount.  If there is a fourth Need during the same  
Membership Year, no IUA would apply.

MANAGE LARGE HEALTH CARE COSTS - INCLUDED

Sedera Select+ is an a!ordable health insurance alternative for your  
organizations team members. It reduces costs and puts more money 
back in the hands of your team members. Sedera is a cost-sharing 
membership and platform that shares large and unexpected medical 
expenses. There is no such thing a out-of-network - Sedera goes where  
its members go.

Members Work Together to keep costs down by shopping for the best value and  
making smart choices.

Every Member Contributes a fixed monthly contribution through their own Medical 
Cost Sharing account held at an FDIC-insured bank.

Medical Bills are Shared Directly from one Member’s Medical Cost Sharing Account  
to another when a Member Experiences and eligible* Medical Need.  
*Sharing eligibility is determined by the Sedera Membership Guidelines
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SEDERA’S MEDICAL COST SHARING MEMBERSHIP

Initial Unshareable Amount (IUA) $1,500 per Medical Need

Annual Individual Max # of IUAs 3 IUAs per membership year 1

Annual Family Max # of IUAs 5 IUAs per membership year 1

Max Shareable Amount no maximum2

Expert Medical Second Opinion $250 reduction in IUA for non-emergency surgery3

Network None - Freedom to choose

Preventive Car
Screening colonoscopies and mammograms,  
Childhood immunizations by schedule to age 184 

Yearly flu vaccine for all ages

Telemedicine Unlimited use5

Eligible for sharing a!er meeting Initial Unshareable Amount

Primary Care Shareable a"er IUA if related to illness or injury

Specialty Care Shareable a"er IUA if related to illness or injury

Emergency Room Shareable a"er IUA if related to illness or injury

Hospitalization (in-patient & out-patient) Shareable a"er IUA if related to illness or injury

Surgery (in-patient & out-patient) Shareable a"er IUA if related to illness or injury

Maternity Shareable a"er maternity IUA6

Diagnostic Imaging (MRI, CT, PET Scans) Shareable a"er IUA if related to illness or injury

X-rays (o!ice, out-patient or in-patient) Shareable a"er IUA if related to illness or injury

Mental Health Shareable up to $750/year a"er meeting IUA

Prescriptions

Maintenance Medication Not shareable for existing medications. With new conditions, shareable for first 120 days.

Curative Medications Shareable as part of a Need

Rx Marketplace6 Free shopping tool

MANAGE LARGE HEALTH CARE COSTS - INCLUDED

SEDERA SELECT+
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